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                 Contractual Procedures and Estimating (CIVL 00 26 .1) SPRING -20 19-CW  1   Department of Civil Engineering Contractual Procedures and Estimating  CIVL 0026 .1 SPRING -201 9   Individual Assignment (Case Study) Date of submission  - 12 / MAY / 201 9 OBJECTIVE: This study aims to develop the students’ understanding of tendering procedures in  construction industry .   OUTCOMES: On completion of this module the student should be able to:    Give reasoned advice on managing tendering process and presenting a report.  Contractual Procedures and Estimating (CIVL 00 26 .1) SPRING -20 19-CW  2   TASK S:   Government Organisation deliver major projects, infrastructures and investments. As  the part of generating employment for the locals government invites qualified and experienced firm for the construction of Oman national railways worth 16.6 billion Omani R ials . The scope  of works comprises in construction of 2135 Km double lane track, non -electrified connecting the  major parts of Salalah, Duqm, Muscat and Sohar.   Work to be executed as four phase . Salalah to Amal, Amal to Al Duqm, Al Duqm to  Muscat, Muscat to Sohar for the duration of three years.  Assume that you are work ing in Government Organisation as the senior quantity  surveyor . Your Organisation decide to float the tender for the construction of double lane railway  track . Regarding the project you are asked to prepare , the part of the ten der document as per the  conditions of contract “Sultanate of Oman Standard Document for Building and Civil  Engineering Works (fourth edition ), September 1999. So that you need to prepare the PRIME DOCUMENT forming the part of tender document .  a) Review the three principal method s of choosing a contractor and suggest the client to  select the most appropriate tendering procedure.  b) Explain the various documents required for preparing tender document.  c) Suggest the possibility of using electronic tendering in the case study with pros and cons .  d) As the part of tender document prepare minimum four prime document (Instruction to  tenderers is mandatory) for construction of double lane railway track .   Report Format   1) The front cover of the report should have MEC logo and no page number should appear. It must be in printed form using the following margin spacing.   Top: 1.0 inches   Left: 1.5 inches   Right: 1.0 inches   Bottom: 1.0 inches Contractual Procedures and Estimating (CIVL 00 26 .1) SPRING -20 19-CW  3   2) The report must be in black f ont typed in the English language using 12 points font of  “Times New Roman “, on an A4 size standard paper.  3) The spacing of the lines must be 1.5 inches, using ‘justification’ alignment for the running text , ‘center justification’ for the chapter heading, and ‘left justification for the section  heading/sub heading if any.  4) The font used for the chapter number and title is 16 points font; for the sections is 14 points font; and 12 points for sub sections with Bold.  5) The page number should be in the ‘footer’ at the middle. The page number in the ‘Table of Contents’ where there is the ‘List of Tables’, ‘List of Figures’ must be in Roman numerals, (e.g. i, ii, ii,…) and all other pages must be assigned a running Arabic n umber (1,2,3,…)  starting from 1.  6) The references must use the Harvard Coventry referencing format and arranged in the order of their appearance.  7) Give sequential number to all figures and tables (e.g. Figure 1, Figure 2, …. and Table 1, Table 2,…). The figu re title is centered at bottom of figure. The table name is centered at the  top of the table. Appendices are not required in this report.  Report Sections  The Report should contain a m aximum of 2500 words with the following sections:   Cover Page   Table of contents   Introduction   Main body of report   Conclusions and recommendations   References / Bibliography   The report should start from the ‘cover page’ to the ‘references ’ with the following sections:   1. Cover Page 2. Table of contents:    ‘Table of Contents’ must be in bold upper case size 1 4 points font in the middle of  page (centered) Contractual Procedures and Estimating (CIVL 00 26 .1) SPRING -20 19-CW  4    ‘List of Figures’, ‘List of Tables’ must be in the upper case without bold and use Roman numerals to number the pages.   All chapter topics should be written in upper case without bo ld.   Subtopics written in each chapter should be numbered using Arabic numerals and indented one tab. 3. Introduction ( M inimum 30 0 words )   This section is the background of th e report content. It summarizes the overview of the  topic and how the report is organized. 4. Main body of report (M inimum 2000 words )   Describe the context of the case and present the breakdown summary of the data  gathered for the Present findings in an organized manner supported by literature.   Explain the techniques engaged .  The following are the details in writing of the body of the report :   The headings are informative and descriptive.   Discuss the conceptual framework of the case study   Expound or elaborate the concept by presenting sub –topics relevant to the  main topic.  5. Conclusions and recommendations (Minimum 2 00 words )  Every report should include a concluding statement regarding the subject matter of the  study .  State how this topic information has d eveloped your knowledge . It can state also  how this experience has enhanced your writing skills during the research process.   6. References (M inimum 8 references)   Write the list of all the sources of information you have consulted incorporated in the  report following the right fo rmat of listing them using the CU Harvard style referencing  format of listing . All references listed can c ome from websites, journals,  reference books  magazines and etc. Minimum 8 citations are m andatory in the report.   Contractual Procedures and Estimating (CIVL 00 26 .1) SPRING -20 19-CW  5   GUIDELINES:   This Assessment will be marked out of 100 marks.   A student may be called for VIVA to discuss his work “if the instructor ha s a doubt  regarding the source of the work (outsourced)”.   Student should submit a proposal for the CW assig nment on Turnitin on or before 2 9th  March 201 9.   The maximum marks allotted for submission of proposal is 10 marks of this CW.   These assessments have a detailed marking criteria mentioned in the last page of this  document.  The CW proposal may include:  (10 marks)   Aim: Write the aim of coursework  Description : Short paragraph ( one or two points are enough for each headings ) to summarize  the expected outputs of the assignment. (Analysis, calculations, d iscussion, research on..,  etc ). You are asked to wr ite about the p rincipal methods in tendering related to case study  and s elect the a ppropriate tender for the case study. Explain the t en dering procedures for  the selected appropriate tender . Suggest the possibility of using e tender. Prepare the  required prime document for the case study and explain any four documents .  Time -plan : Prepare the time -plan in days .   Note: Maximum 300 words are enough for proposal.  Rules & Regulations   If any cont ent or diagram of the report body is found to be copied from the other students  then marks will b e deducted from both reports .   The purpose of the report is to do research work so you can refer books in library or use  internet or computer magazines or any other source.    Feedback will be given in moodle one week after postdate of submission.   Contractual Procedures and Estimating (CIVL 00 26 .1) SPRING -20 19-CW  6   Plagiarism Policy   Please refer Module Information Guide page 1 6.  Late Submission   Please refer Module Information Guide page 2 0.  Assessment Sheet – Basic Assignment Analysis:  (≥ 91%)  Outstanding (84 -90%)   Excellent  (77 -83%)   Very Good  (70 -76%)  Good (Acceptable)  (50 -69%)  Adequate/ Satisfactory  (< 50%)  Weak /Poor   (all learning outcomes not adequately met)   Intro ducti on  Information is engaging; clearly state the main idea covering major concepts with supporting details, well -constructive  paragraphs with outset introduction.  Information is fairly formulaic, very well organized with key scientific concepts, well - constructive paragraphs.  Information is very clear, organized with well - constru cted  paragraphs. 
 Objectives of assignment and structure of report are clearly provided.  General introduction with some related details are provided. 
 Objectives and structure of the report evidently mentioned.  Information is organized, but paragraphs are no t well - constructed.  The information appears to be disorganized. 
 Efforts have been made to give objectives and structure of the report.   Refle ction and critic al analy sis of repo rt  Highly competent analytical skills and reflective practice, demonstrating personal learning and growth, insight into required professional values and principles related to managing  tendering process .  Strong analytical skills and reflective, demonstrating personal learning and growth, insight into required professional values, principles   related to managing tendering process.  Good use of analytical skills and reflective practice demonstrating personal learning and growth, insight into required professional values, principles related to managing tendering process.  Acceptable use of analytical skills and reflective practice demonstrating personal learning and growth, insight into required professional values, principles related to managing tendering process.  Adequate use of analytical skills and reflective practice demonstrati ng personal learning and growth, insight into required professional values, principles related to managing tendering process.  Insufficient/no use of analytical skills and reflective practi ce  demonstrating personal learning and growth, insight into required competencies and professional related to managing tendering process. Conc Conclusion should summaries the significant idea you have discussed. 
 Make new connections and  Conclusion very clearly reflects on main findings of the study and involves  Conclusion clearly reflects on main  findings of the study and involves  Conclusion clearly reflects on main findings of the study and involves  Conclusion reflects on findings of the study and involves some  Conclusion does not reflect on findings of the study and information related to Contractual Procedures and Estimating (CIVL 00 26 .1) SPRING -20 19-CW  7   lusio n  elaborate the key points of your findings.  critical thinking; reflect the most appropriate issues or findings and significance points of the report.   arguments that reflect the most appropriate issues or findings and covers the major significance points of the report.  required information rela ted to  issues or findings and significance points of the report.  information related to findings.  findings is not  up to the requirements.   Refe rence  No errors in citations with right format of listing the CU Harvard Style. 
 Includes websites, journals, reference books, magazines etc.  No obvious errors in referencing or grammar or syntax as appropriate. 
 Correctly  using the  CU Harvard Style.  Very few errors in citation/referen cing list or grammar or syntax as appropriate. 
 Correctly using the  CU Harvard Style.  Few errors in citation/refere ncing or grammar or syntax as appropriate. 
 Generally accurate  use of CU Harvard  Style.  Some repeated errors in referencing or grammar or syntax as appropriate. 
 Contain some inaccuracies in CU  Harvard Style.  Some sources are not accurately documented. 
 Incorrect style of CU Harvard style.  Gene ral  Outstanding write - up,  logically structured,  using correct objectives, neatness, accuracy,  grammar,  spelling, accurate  citations, include proper headings and subheadings,  correctly using the  CU Harvard Style.  Obvious  write -up,  logically structured,  using correct objectives,  gram mar and  spelling, accurate  referencing and  correctly using the  CU Harvard Style.  Good write -up,  well  structured,  acceptable grammar  and spelling,  generally well  referenced with  correct use of the CU  Harvard Style.  Acceptable  Write -up and  structure, acceptable  grammar,  spelling and  acceptable  referencing.  Generally accurate  use of CU Harvard  Style.  Adequate  Write -up  and  structure, grammar  and spelling and  adequate  referencing. 
 CU Harvard  Style used  but may contain  some inaccuracies .  Poor/weak  Write -up ,  Grammar,  spelling, little or no  referencing,  incorrect style, or very inaccurate use of CU  Harvard style.  Contractual Procedures and Estimating (CIVL 00 26 .1) SPRING -20 19-CW  8   Coursework grading Studen t ID: ____________________ Studen t Name:  _________  ______   No  Task  (≥ 91%)  Outstanding   (84 -90%)  Excellent  (77 -83%)  Very Good  (70 -76%)  Good (Acceptable)  (50 -69%)  Adequate/ Satisfactory  (< 50%)  Weak /Poor Marks  Marks allotted   1   Structure of report  05   2  Introduction  05  3 Main body of report should cover   Principal method of choosing contractor . 15  Selection appropriate tender with justification   10  Tender procedures . 10   e-tendering  10  Prime document.  30   4  Conclusions and recommendations   10  5    References / Bibliography   05  Total Marks  100 Penalty  Marks Scaled to  90.0  90   Proposal  10   Final Marks scaled to 100  100  Contractual Procedures and Estimating (CIVL 00 26 .1) SPRING -20 19-CW  9   Proposal grading   Studen t ID: ____________________ Studen t Name:  _________  ______ No  Task  (≥ 91%)  Outstanding   (84 - 90%)  Excellent  (77 - 83%)  Very Good  (70 -76%)  Good (Acceptable)  (50 - 69%)  Adequate/ Satisfactory  (< 50%)  Weak /Poor Marks  Marks allotted  1  Aim of CW 10   2  Project description related to tendering and procedures .  35 3  Document required for tendering   10 4  E- tendering  10   5   Description related to Prime documents  25  6  Time -plan 10  Total Marks  100 Penalty  Final Marks scaled to 10  10   
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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